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After Black Friday and Cyber Monday, the next special holiday--Christmas is
coming. In order to welcome the Christmas, I guess you may have thought
about Christmas gift for children. If you are thinking a meaningful and practical
present, what about Kindle gifts for kids, another gift idea for 2015 Xmas?
I believe the Amazon gifts for kids will be unique for Christmas gifts. If you
give the Kindle device such as Kindle Fire and Kindle Paperwhite as the
presents, it will be the particularly special day for kids.
In this article, I have listed some Kindle gifts for kids, hope it can help you find
the suitable and satisfied Christmas gift for children.

Kindle Device
1 Kindle Fire for kids

The Kindle Fire for kids is specially designed for kids. It includes 1 year of Fire
for kids unlimited at no additional cost. We can access to all the type of
contents that kids love, including thousands of kids-friendly books, TV shows,

educational apps and games. Besides, it comes with a blue kid-Proof case,
for parents, you need not to worry about protection from drops and bumps. Its
best-in-class parental controls allow you to manage usage limits, content
access, and educational goals and encourage kids learning before playing.
Learn more>>

2 Kindle Paperwhite

If you worry the Kindle Fire for kids will do harm to children's eyes and want to
expand your kids' horizons, what about a Kindle for kids, such as the Kindle
Paperwhite? With this eReader, you can encourage their love of reading.
Kindle built-in dictionary will also enhance your kids' vocabulary. It's designed
for reading, even we read for hours, we will not feel so uncomfortable as the
android tablets. Learn more>>

Kindle Accessories
Now that we decide to give Kindle Fire Kids Edition or Kindle Paperwhite as
gifts for kids 2015 Xmas. The Kindle accessories, such as case for Kindle
Paperwhite, screen protector and sleeve for Kindle Fire are also the incidental
presents for kids. With the accessory, we can protect the Kindle device from
scratches or broken. At the same time, decorate the Kindle more attractive to
kids.

1 Kindle Sleeve

In this part, I have selected 3 Kindle sleeves for kids, they are very cartoon
and cute. I guess kids will fall in love with them.

Giraffa Kindle Sleeve

This personalized, form-fitting case safeguards your Kindle from dirt and
grime. It has soft and protective neoprene on the inside and out. It fits Kindle,
Kindle Paperwhite, Kindle Fire and Kindle Fire HD. The same image will be
printed on both sides. Learn more>>

Just love my Feet

The image is so cute. With this sleeve to protect our Kindle, we can prevent it
from dust and scratches. Learn more>>

Sports car sleeve

This sport car is so cool. It's very light and easy-to-carry. I guess many boys
may like it. Learn more>>

2 Kindle screen protector
As the kids may make the screen scratch more easily, the screen protector for
Kindle Fire is essential. Here I have searched on the Amazon and found the
practical protector for you.

With this screen protector, you can prevent your Kindle Fire Kids Editions
screen from scratches, dust and tear while removing glare and resisting
fingerprints. Learn more>>

3 Kindle case
To protect the Kindle, a suitable Kindle case is necessary. Here is a list of 3
Kindle cases for Kindle Paperwhite, which are aimed at kids. Hope you can
find the one you like.

Cute Cartoon Owl Design Cover

This cute owl case is perfect fit for your Amazon Kindle Paperwhite. It will
protect your tablet against dust, shocks, bumps and scratches. Full accesses
to all features and ports. Learn more>>

Cute Elephants Pattern Case

This case is so cute, right? It's ultra slim and ultra lightweight. With this case,
you can protect your device without adding unnecessary bulk or weight. Its
cover automatically wakes your Kindle Paperwhite upon opening and puts
your device to sleep when closed. Learn more>>

Cute Dog Covers Case

The dog is so cute. I guess many kids will like this case. It's padded hard
wearing canvas material. The elastic band can secure your device in place.
Learn more>>

Give a book as present
Now that we have got the Kindle devices as gifts, how about giving a book as
present? This would be a meaningful gift for kids. I guess there must be
something different, that you can share a suitable book for kids with your
children and talk about the content with them. Currently there are many eBook
retailers on the market, including Nook, Kobo, Kindle and Google provide
"give a book as present" function or gift card option for us. For detailed
information, you can refer to the guide how to gift an eBook to learn more
details.
All of these mentioned above are the Kindle gifts for kids 2015 Xmas, hope
you can find the best presents for your children.
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